A decline of cognitive functioning affecting several cognitive domains was frequently reported in patients with frontotemporal dementia. We were interested in determining if these deficits can be interpreted as reflecting an impairment of controlled cognitive processes by using an assessment tool specifically developed to explore the distinction between automatic and controlled processes, namely the process dissociation procedure (PDP) developed by Jacoby [1]. The PDP was applied to a word stem completion task to determine the contribution of automatic and controlled processes to episodic memory performance and was administered to a group of 12 patients with the behavioural variant of frontotemporal dementia (bv-FTD) and 20 control subjects (CS). Bv-FTD patients obtained a lower performance than CS for the estimates of controlled processes, but no group differences was observed for estimates of automatic processes. The between-groups comparison of the estimates of controlled and automatic processes showed a larger contribution of automatic processes to performance in bv-FTD, while a slightly more important contribution of controlled processes was observed in control subjects. These results are clearly indicative of an alteration of controlled memory processes in bv-FTD.
Introduction
The behavioural variant of fronto-temporal dementia (bv-FTD) constitutes, together with semantic dementia and progressive non-fluent aphasia, the group of lobar neurodegenerative diseases essentially involving the frontal and temporal lobes. In the behavioral variant of the disease, frontal atrophy is more prominent than temporal atrophy, and while the atrophy is generally bilateral, some reports suggest that the right hemisphere is more involved than the left [2, 3] . Behavioural and personality disturbances constitute a major clinical characteristic of bv-FTD patients (for reviews, see [4, 5] ) and they concern changes in insight, affect modulation and social conduct [6, 7] . Cognitive impairment is not as pronounced as behavioural changes in the first stages of the disease, and many patients may perform within normal limits on traditional neuropsychological tests [8] [9] [10] . However, as the disease progresses, the number and severity of behavioural changes increase, and cognitive impairments emerge. At this stage, the most significant impairments are found on executive tasks, associated with variable memory performance, but only moderate deficits affecting language, constructional abilities and intelligence (IQ) have been reported (for reviews, see [4, 7, 11] ).
Studies that compared verbal episodic memory functioning of these patients to healthy elderly subjects showed decreased performances for free recall tasks involving words or text, and for both immediate and delayed recall [9, 10, 12, 13] . Recognition performance was usually preserved by comparison to recall performance [7, 12, 13] , but this was not observed in all studies [14, 15] . The observed discrepancy in recognition performance is probably due to a differential involvement of recollection and familiarity processes according to the task characteristics (forced-choice versus yes/no test format, similarity between target and distracters…) [16] . According to these characteristics, the recognition task will require, in various proportions, automatic or controlled processes. Bv-FTD patients also benefited more from cues, had better encoding and demonstrated a slower forgetting rate than AD patients [12, 13, 17] .
Taken as a whole these data lead to the conclusion that the episodic memory changes seen in bv-FTD may be due in part to executive impairments such as a lack of active strategies for learning and retrieval of information [13, 18] .
The assessment of the different subcomponents of working memory [19] showed mitigated results for both the automatic temporary storage systems (the phonological loop and visuospatial sketchpad) and the central executive, with a preserved performance by comparison to healthy elderly participants reported in some studies [9, 12, 15] but not in others [13] [12] Finally, a lower performance on tasks used to explore various aspects of executive functioning (Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, Trail Making test, Stroop task, verbal fluency, Hayling task, …) was also frequently reported in patients with bv-FTD (e.g. [9, 12, 15, [20] [21] [22] [23] ). These executive deficits appear more important in patients with widespread frontal-lobe atrophy extending into the dorsolateral frontal cortex. By contrast, patients with relatively restricted medial and orbital frontal-lobe atrophy may perform surprisingly well on executive tasks, despite gross behavioural changes [24] [25] [26] .
As a whole, these studies showed the presence of impairments in the domains of episodic memory (for recall tasks mainly) and executive functioning, while short-term memory appears relatively preserved in bv-FTD. However, most of these studies were performed in a clinical perspective in order to improve differential diagnosis between bv-FTD and other neurodegenerative conditions (e.g, [15, 21, 27] and were not designed to explore specific hypotheses concerning the cognitive functioning of these patients (see however [12, 13, 28] ).
Consequently, the objective of the present study was to explore if the distinction proposed between automatic and controlled cognitive processes can be applied to the pattern of impairments observed in bv-FTD patients. According to Hasher and Zacks [29] , automatic processes are notably characterized by a minimal involvement of attentional resources and an inflexible and unconscious way of functioning. On the contrary, controlled processes require more attentional resources, are conscious, flexible and likely to improve with practice. More particularly, we were interested to determine if bv-FTD patients present a specific impairment of controlled processes in association to a preservation of automatic ones by using an assessment tool specifically developed to explore the distinction between automatic and controlled aspects of cognition, namely the process dissociation procedure (PDP) developed by Jacoby [1] . The PDP allows a quantitative estimation of the contribution of controlled and automatic processes involved in the same cognitive task. This procedure was more particularly used in the episodic memory domain and involves the comparison of performance when controlled and automatic processes act in a convergent way to the performance, and when these processes act in an opposite way. In the present study, the PDP was applied to a word stem completion task. As the complementary testing battery also comprised a series of executive and non-executive tasks and the Iowa Scale of Personality Changes (ISPC; [30] , assessing socio-emotional changes consecutive to brain damages), correlation analyses were performed to explore the relationships in bv-FTD patients between specific cognitive abilities/behavioural measures and the estimates of controlled aspects of cognition assessed by the PDP.
Method

Participants
Nineteen patients initially referred as suffering from frontotemporal dementia (FTD; 3 women) participated in the present study. The diagnostic of FTD was established by an experienced neurologist (ES) according to consensual criteria for FTD [31] based on (1) the demographic information and clinical history obtained during an interview with the patient and a caregiver, and (2) neurological and general examinations. To perform the diagnosis, the clinician had access to recent anatomical neuroimaging and laboratory data, as well as a complete assessment of cognitive functioning performed by a neuropsychologist. Twelve patients (2 women) were subsequently selected on the basis of a two-year follow-up that confirmed the initial diagnosis of FTD. The FTD patients showed the behavioural presentation of the disease (the frontal variant or bv-FTD); cases with specific characteristics of semantic dementia and primary progressive aphasia were excluded from this study. The patients' ages ranged from 56 to 80 years (mean age: 67.5 ± 8.6 years), their mean performance at the MMSE was 23.4 ± 4.9 and the disease duration varied between one and five years.
The selection procedure can be summarized in the following way. The patients were first referred to the experienced neurologist (ES) by hospital neurologists for 18FDG PET-scan and research neuropsychological examinations. The clinical diagnosis of FTD was confirmed using established criteria at this time [41] . The patients were then submitted to the battery of cognitive tasks reported here. The importance of a confirmed diagnosis in studies on FTD was recently emphasized by Kipps et al. [32] who reported that some cases initially meeting current criteria for FTD may not develop a neurodegenerative syndrome. Consequently, medical files of the patients were re-examined after two years to confirm the initial diagnosis and remove from our sample of bv-FTD patients those who remained stable during follow-up.
The patient group was matched for age and education level to a group of 20 elderly volunteers (4 women) with no history of alcoholic abuse, neurological problems or psychiatric disorders. They were recruited from the dwelling community. Each control subject performed above the cut-off score of 130 at the Mattis dementia rating scale [33] . A slightly higher than usual cut-off score was used in order to increase the sensitivity and specificity of the inclusion/exclusion criteria [34] . level of global cognitive deficit in the bv-FTD patients. With regard to depression scales, there was no significant differences between the two groups for the total scores on the short version of the Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS; [35] ) and the Hospital Anxiety and Depression scale (HAD; [36] 
Experimental tasks
Exploration of controlled and automatic cognitive processes using the Process Dissociation
Procedure (PDP; [1])
The material comprised 96 six-letter French words. This list of stimuli was created such as each word stem (i.e., the first three letters of each word) was unique within the experiment but not within the language. Each word stem could be completed by at least five six-letter French words (e.g., cha ---: chaque, chacun, chaton, chacal chatte, etc), but only one of the completions appeared in the experiment. Words were distributed between two conditions (inclusion and exclusion) and different lags (0, 3, 12) between presentation of the one word and its corresponding stem. These lags allowed to vary the task difficulty by inducing retention intervals of various length. For both conditions, 8 words were presented at lag 0 (to check that patients complied with instructions), and 16 words at lag 3 and 12.
Sixteen words were also used as baseline. Baseline items corresponded to stems presented for completion without prior presentation of the target item and allowed to obtain a score for random completion of a stem by the experimental word. Words and stems were intermixed in each condition.
The list order in the inclusion and exclusion condition was pseudo-random with the restriction than no more than two words of a given type (lags 0, 3 or 12) could occur consecutively throughout the experiment and all conditions were distributed evenly across the test list (see Figure 1 ).
[Insert Figure 1] The test comprised two separate conditions (inclusion and exclusion). Condition order was counterbalanced across subjects (half of the subjects began with the inclusion condition and the other half with the exclusion condition). For both conditions, the procedure was the same (except that the stimuli were different); only the instructions on how to complete the stems were different. Each condition involved the intermixed presentation of words and stems. Each six-letter word was presented for 3 s, followed by 0.5 s of black screen. Participants were asked to read the words aloud and to remember them for a subsequent memory test. Stems were presented for 15 s and participants had to complete them according to two different sets of instructions (inclusion and exclusion instructions).
In the inclusion condition, subjects were told to complete the stem with a word that had been presented in the test list. If they could not think of an old word, they were asked to complete the stem with the first six-letter word that came to mind. In the exclusion condition, participants were asked to avoid completing the stem with a previously studied word, but to give a new word. That is, they had to reject the studied word and name another six-letter word that would complete the stem. If subjects could not remember the learned word, they had to give the first appropriate six-letter word that came to mind to complete the stem.
Furthermore, each word stem was preceded by the presentation of either the prompt "old" (in the inclusion condition) or the prompt "new" (in the exclusion condition) centred two lines above the word stem in light blue capital letters (in the inclusion condition) or light red capital letters (in the exclusion condition). The prompt was presented 3 s prior to the presentation of the word stem and remained on the screen with the word stem until the participant responded or until the 15-s period had elapsed. During these 3 s, the experimenter briefly repeated the instructions, saying in the inclusion condition, "you have to complete the stem with a word seen earlier or, if you cannot, with the first sixletter word that comes to mind," and in the exclusion condition, "don't forget, you have to remember the words you studied, reject them, and think of another six-letter word to complete the stem." The repetition of prompts and instructions was intended to prevent the subjects from forgetting the instructions, and also to prevent perseveration (applying the instructions for the first condition to the second condition).
Completion rule. In all conditions, subjects had to complete stems according to the following rules: no plurals, no proper nouns, and no conjugated verbs (except past participles). If the subject came up with a solution that met these criteria, the experimenter pressed the space bar and the next item appeared after the presentation of a black screen for 0.5 s. Otherwise, the experimenter informed the subject of the error and the subject was encouraged to generate a more appropriate solution. Subjects had a maximum of 15 s to complete each stem. If the stem had not been completed with an appropriate six-letter word when the allotted time was over, the stem disappeared automatically and was replaced by a black screen for 0.5 s before the presentation of the next item.
Baseline condition. Before the inclusion and exclusion conditions, 16 stems were presented for completion without prior presentation of the target item. Subjects were informed to give the first sixletter word that came to mind. This baseline condition was designed to determine the probability that a subject would complete a stem with the chosen target word without having seen it. This probability represents the base-rate level of completion for stems. The aim of this control condition is to verify that automatic processes actually corresponded to the unconscious influence of memory by showing that estimates of automatic processes are significantly above the base-rate or chance level.
Practice session. Before each test condition, a practice session (comprising three stimuli and their corresponding stems) was administered to make subjects familiar with the prompts, stimuli, and instructions. This practice session was repeated if necessary until the subject understood the task.
Estimates of controlled and automatic processes. In the inclusion condition, subjects were asked to complete a stem with a previously studied word or, if they were unable to do so, to use the first word that came to mind. Therefore, in this condition, subjects could correctly complete a stem with an earlier studied word either because they consciously recollected having seen the word before (C), or because it was the first word that came to mind automatically (A), without any recollection that the word had been presented earlier (1 -C) . Thus, the probability of completing a stem in the inclusion condition can be represented as: Inclusion = C + A (1 -C). By contrast, in the exclusion condition, subjects were asked to complete the stem with a new word that had not been encountered during the study phase and to avoid (exclude) words that had been studied. In this condition, then, subjects might incorrectly complete a word that had been studied earlier only if that word came automatically to mind (A), without any controlled recollection that it had been presented earlier (1 -C). Thus, the probability of producing an error (i.e., completing a stem with a word that had been studied earlier) in the exclusion condition can be represented as: Exclusion = A (1 -C). Following Jacoby (1991), the contribution of controlled processes in the task can be estimated by subtracting the probability of responding with a studied word in the exclusion condition from the probability of responding with an old (i.e., studied) word in the inclusion condition. Once an estimate of controlled processes has been obtained, the contribution of automatic processes corresponds to the probability of completing a stem with the studied word in the exclusion condition divided by one minus the probability of completing a stem with the studied word in the inclusion condition.
Brief complementary cognitive and behavioral assessment
Several other tasks were proposed to characterize (1) executive functioning (Stroop [37] and Hayling [38] tasks, verbal (phonemic and semantic) fluency tasks, Trail Making test [39] , delayed alternation task [40] and Brixton task [41] ), (2) short term memory processes (assessment of the phonological store and articulatory rehearsal process [42] of the phonological loop) and (3) speed of processing (letter comparison task [43] , Stroop color naming condition and Stroop word reading condition [37] ). The behavioural changes were assessed with the Iowa Scales of Personality Changes (ISPC, [30] ). More precisely, we were interested in characterizing socio-affective changes according to the higher-order psychopathology of internalizing (Depression, Anxiety, and Social Withdrawal subscales) and externalizing (Irritability, Impulsivity, Lack of Planning, Insensitivity, Social Inappropriateness, Impatience, Aggression, and Inappropriate Affect subscales) dimensions (see [44] ).
Statistical analyses
Between groups comparisons were performed using ANOVAs with group as independent variable (control vs. bv-FTD) and the different cognitive measures as dependant variable. A statistical level of p < 0.05 was used for all analyses. The effect size of each ANOVA was reported as partial eta square (ES).
Partial eta square is generally interpreted as the proportion of variance of the dependent variable that is related to the factor. Traditionally, eta square values of .01, .06, and .14 represent small, medium and large effect sizes, respectively [45] . Due to the relatively small sample size in the bv-FTD group, we have also performed non-parametric analyses (Mann-Wihtney U and Sign tests). Similar results were obtained, except for two measures that became non-significant with non-parametric tests. For these measures, non-parametrical values were also reported in the result section. Non-parametric correlations (spearman-rank test, p<0.05) were performed in the group of bv-FTD to determine the presence of associations between measures of controlled/automatic memory processes and other measures of cognitive/behavioural functioning. Table 2 summarizes the scores for control participants and bv-FTD patients in each experimental condition (Lags 0, 3, and 12) as well as the estimates of controlled and automatic processes.
Results
Exploration of controlled and automatic cognitive processes using the Process Dissociation
Procedure (PDP; [1])
[Insert Table 2 near here]
Word stem completion
The proportion of stems completed with the target word in the inclusion condition was analysed with a 2 
Estimate of controlled processes
The estimates of controlled processes were analyzed with a 2 (group: control vs. FTD) X 3 (lag interval: 
Estimate of automatic processes
Considering the ceiling and floor effects for both groups in the inclusion and exclusion conditions at lag 0 (see Table 2 
Comparison of the controlled and automatic processes estimates
Brief complementary cognitive and behavioural assessment
Results of group comparisons for the complementary cognitive tasks and behavioural assessment are presented in Tables 3, 4 
Correlation analyses
Non-parametric correlations (spearman-rank test, p<0.05) were performed in the group of bv-FTD to determine the presence of associations between measures of controlled/automatic memory processes and other measures of cognitive/behavioral functioning. The only significant correlation observed was between the estimate of controlled processes at the Jacoby task (lag 3 and 12) and the performance at the Brixton task (r=.67). Interestingly, automatic processes that might hypothetically be contaminated by a lack of inhibition in stem completion were not correlated to performances in conceptual inhibition (measured by response times and semantic relatedness of the response furnished in part B of the Hayling task).
Discussion
In this study, we assessed the performance of a group of bv-FTD patients (whose initial diagnosis was confirmed after a two-year follow-up; see [32] ) on a word stem completion task encompassing automatic and controlled aspects of cognition using the Processes Dissociation Procedure [1] . On this basis, we were interested to determine if bv-FTD patients present a specific impairment of controlled cognitive processes, associated to a preservation of automatic ones.
The between-groups comparison of the estimates of controlled and automatic processes showed a larger contribution of automatic processes to performance in bv-FTD, while a slightly more important contribution of controlled processes was observed in control subjects. As a whole, these results suggest that memory deficits in bv-FTD come from a difficulty to spontaneously use efficient research strategy of information stored in memory, rather than a rapid decay of stored information per se. Indeed, the previously encoded information is accessed in a similar way in the two groups of participants when automatic processes intervene but not when the instruction emphasizes explicit search strategy of the information. In agreement with the interpretation of a reduced contribution of strategic processes to memory retrieval, several studies previously reported a better (or even preserved) performance on recognition ( [7, 12, 13] ) or cued recall tasks ( [12, 13] ) by comparison to free recall tasks.
Otherwise, the normal performance of bv-FTD patients at lag 0 in the exclusion condition and the absence of correlation between measures of automatic processes (lags 3 and 12) and inhibition (RTs and response accuracy on the Stroop and Hayling tasks) indicates that inhibitory deficits are not the main determinants of the pattern of performance on the PDP, and more particularly that the performance in the exclusion task is not driven by an inability to suppress a dominant response (the word previously presented), as observed in the Hayling task (for a similar discussion in the context of normal aging, see Hay and Jacoby [46] ). Similarly, the absence of correlation between PDP inclusion or automatic scores and Hayling or Stroop performance (RTs and accuracy) suggests that decreased inhibition did not explain automatic completion of words in bv-FTD. Interestingly, the higher percentage of stem completion in the exclusion condition is reminiscent of the "hyper-priming" sometimes reported in FTD patients [13] and a strong dependence on automatic processes might be a characteristic of bv-FTD.
Impairment of controlled processes appears also very sensitive to the early stages of Alzheimer's disease and might not allow to clearly distinguish between bv-FTD and Alzheimer's patients. Indeed, the contribution of controlled processes to memory performance (estimated by the PDP; [1] ) was also decreased in Alzheimer patients [47, 48] . However, these two groups of patients may achieve similar scores on these tasks for different underlying reasons. Indeed, in the context of the PDP, we noticed that a large proportion of bv-FTD (8 out 12) presents a negative score for the estimate of controlled processes at the lags 3 or 12. Such a pattern of results was not observed in our control participants nor in a group of patients with Alzheimer's disease and their matched controls examined in a previous study ([47] , data analyzed but not presented in the published paper). Interestingly, the presence of negative scores in our bv-FTD group is not related to inhibitory dysfunction (as indicated by the absence of correlations between these scores and performance on the Hayling and Stroop tasks). A possible explanation is that the active search of a previously encoded information in bv-FTD counteracts the effect of automatic retrieval processes, possibly due to the use of inadequate monitoring strategies. For example, the automatic retrieval of previously encoded information could be systematically considered as false alarms in bv-FTD patients while the retrieval of information on the basis of automatic memory processes would not be associated to such monitoring processes in Alzheimer disease. These observations obviously need confirmation in further studies directly comparing performance of Alzheimer and FTD patients but could possibly provide another measure allowing to distinguish these neurodegenerative conditions.
Correlations analyses demonstrated few relationships between measures of controlled processes assessed by the PDP and executive tasks (the only significant correlation was found between controlled processes in the PDP and performance on the Brixton task). These results seem to indicate that controlled processes (as assessed by a word stem completion memory task) and executive processes does not represent exactly the same cognitive constructs, even if both depends on high-level cognitive processes. These results can be related to those obtained with group studies which employed a large battery of widely used executive tasks to examine executive functioning in several target populations, including normal young adults [49] , normal elderly adults [50, 51] and brain-damaged patients [52] [53] [54] To summarize, the neuropsychological pattern of a group of patients with bv-FTD was characterized by impaired controlled but preserved automatic cognitive processes. Such a dissociation is not specific for bv-FTD, since it was previously reported in early AD [47] . However, qualitative analyses of performance could help to differentiate these pathologies. Otherwise, no relationship was found between behavioural and automatic or controlled processes in episodic memory, indicating that neuropsychological assessment setting could not evidence difficulties encountered in daily life and reported by relatives. Standard deviations appear in parentheses. RTs= response times. Hayling task: initiation condition = completion of the sentence with the missing word; suppression condition = completion of the sentence with an unrelated word. Verbal fluency: number of words generated in 120 sec. Trail Making test: Part A= connecting randomly located letters in the alphabetical order, Part B = connecting alternately numbers and letters in their respective sequence. Brixton task: Type 1 errors = perseverations at the stimulus-response or the set level, Type 2 errors = applications of other rules that were previously relevant, Type 3 errors = responses which could not be included in first or second type since no apparent underlying rationale could be discovered. Standard deviations appear in parentheses. RTs = response times. Span size = the longest sequence in which at least two sequences had been correctly recalled Note. The importance of behavioural changes was assessed by summing the absolute value of the differential score (« now -before ») for each dimension. Standard deviations appear in parentheses
